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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to collect application metrics, streaming query
events, and application log messages for an Azure Databrick
cluster.
Which type of library and workspace should you implement? To
answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation
You can send application logs and metrics from Azure Databricks
to a Log Analytics workspace. It uses the Azure Databricks
Monitoring Library, which is available on GitHub.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/architecture/databricksmonitoring/application-logs

NEW QUESTION: 2
A solutions architect is designing a multi-tier application for
a company The application's users upload images from a mobile
device The application generates a thumbnail of each image and
returns a message to the user to confirm that the image was
uploaded successfully The thumbnail generation can take up to
60 seconds, but the company wants to provide a faster response
time to its users to notify them that the original image was
received The solutions architect must design the application to
asynchronously dispatch requests to the different application
tiers.
What should the solutions architect do to meet these
requirements?
A. Create an Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) message
queue As images are uploaded, place a message on the SQS queue
for thumbnail generation Alert the user through an application
message that the image was received
B. Write a custom AWS Lambda function to generate the thumbnail
and alert the user Use the image upload process as an event
source to invoke the Lambda function
C. Create an AWS Step Functions workflow Configure Step
Functions to handle the orchestration between the application
tiers and alert the user when thumbnail generation is complete
D. Create Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS)
notification topics and subscriptions Use one subscription with
the application to generate the thumbnail after the image
upload is complete Use a second subscription to message the
user's mobile app by way of a push notification after thumbnail
generation is complete
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You work as a project manager for BlueWell Inc. By referring to
the figure given below, you along with your project team is
calculating the latest completion of an activity.
What is the latest your project team can complete Activity I?
A. Day 26
B. Day 25

C. Day 29
D. Day 30
Answer: D
Explanation:
Activity I can actually take all the way to Day 30 to complete.
Note in the figure that Activity I does
not need to be completed before Activity K can begin. This
allows Activity I to take until Day 30 to
complete as its late finish.
Answer option C is incorrect. This is the earliest Activity I
may finish.
Answer options B and A are incorrect. These are not the valid
calculation.

NEW QUESTION: 4
What is the primary JavaScript framework employed on the
client-side tier in Share?
A. Vaadin
B. Dojo
C. YUI
D. Prototype
E. jQuery
Answer: C
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